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ABOUT THE BOOK

Detective Daniel Clement is back in Broome, licking his
wounds from a busted marriage and struggling to be impressed
by his new team of small-town cops. Here, in the oasis on the
edge of the desert, life is as stagnant as Clement’s latest career
move. But when a body is discovered in a local fishing spot,
it is clearly not the result of a crocodile attack. Somewhere
in Broome is a hunter of a different kind. As more bodies are
found, Clement races to solve a decades-old mystery before a
monster cyclone hits.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dave Warner is the author of nine novels
and six non-fiction titles, and has written
for feature film, stage, television, radio
and newspapers. Dave Warner originally
gained national recognition as a musiciansongwriter. His nine albums include the
gold album Mug’s Game. In 1992 he was the
inaugural inductee into the West Australian
Rock’n’Roll of Renown.
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NOTES

• Warner’s novel City of Light won the Western Australian
Premier’s Award for Fiction. A new ebook edition of City of
Light will be released and promoted online in the lead-up to
Before It Breaks.
• Bookclub notes available from fremantlepress.com.au
PRAISE FOR THE BOOK

‘As Australian as a Tim Tam, this is fine descriptive writing
that conveys both the searing heat and vast distances of the
Outback.’ Adelaide Advertiser
‘Warner’s tone is laid-back and laconic, but with sentences as
snappy as a nutcracker.’ Books+Publishing
‘A great read!’ Launceston Examiner
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